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GEOID TO TOPOGRAPHY RATIOS FOR 14 VENUSIAN FEATURES: lMPLICATIONS 
FOR COMPENSATION MECHANISMS; S. E. Srnrekar, and R. J. Phillips, Southern Methodist 
University, Dallas, TX 75275. 

Introduction. Compensation depths and interpreted mechanisms can be used as a guide to 
the dominant heat loss mechanisms on Venus. Various studies have found apparent compensation 
depths for seven features on Venus (1-5). As compensation depth is model dependent, some care 
must be used in comparing compensation depths from different studies. Spherical hannonic 
models provide a single, global view of the planet, but group all geological provinces together and 
have fairly low resolution. Here we use calculated apparent depths of compensation to estimate 
geoid to topography ratios (GTRs). One advantage of our study is that we look at a large number 
of features using the same approach, including many regions too small to be resolved with current 
spherical harmonic models. Using a geoid to topography ratio (GTR) also allows us to easily 
compare our results both to terrestrial values for oceanic hotspots and plateaus, and to 
compensation models. 

Method. The Geophysical Data Facility (GDF) at the Lunar and Planetary Institute was used 
to calculate apparent depths of compensation (ADCs) for 11 highland regions: Alpha, Asteria, Bell, 
Beta, Gula, Phoebe, Sappho, Tellus and Ulfrun Regiones, plus Nokornis Montes and an unnamed 
feature north of Ulfrun Regio. We refer to it as North Ulfrun Regio. One orbit with the largest, 
most symmetric anomaly was modeled for each region. We used a topographic density of 3000 
kg/m3. The compensation surface is the negative of the height density product of the topography. 
The GDF calculates the dynamic gravity anomaly using the ORBSIM program (6). Using 10 km 
increments in the ADC, the smallest residual fit to the actual gravity was found for a range of 
ADCs. We also use ADCs for Atla, Thetis and Ovda Regios from a similar study (2). 

Using these ADCs, we estimate their GTRs. As the ADCs were calculated assuming a crustal 
compensation model, we use the long wavelength, Airy approximation for the GTR. In this 
approximation, AN/h = 2.nGApD/g, where AN is the geoid anomaly, h is the topography, G is the 
gravitational constant, Ap is the density contrast, D is the depth of compensation, and g is the 
gravitational acceleration (8.7 m/s2 for Venus). Long wavelength thermal compensation models 
have the same form. The usefulness of this approach is verified by our direct calculation of the 
GTR at Bell Regio. At Bell Regio we inverted the line of sight gravity data to obtain a vertical 
gravity map (7). The least squares fit of geoid to topography yielded a GTR of 19.8, +/- 0.4 
m/km. The value found using this approach is 24.6 rnlkrn, which is in reasonable agreement. 

Results. The GTRs are plotted against topographic height, measured to the nearest 0.5 krn, 
in Figure 1. The new data points calculated for this study increase the average GTR range for 
Venus above the value found if only previously published ADCs are used to estimate GTRs (8). 
Data for 53 terrestrial oceanic hotspots and plateaus (9) are plotted for comparison. If the oceans 
were removed from these same terrestrial features, the GTRs would increase by a factor of 1.5. 
Even if with this correction, the majority of the Venusian values are much larger than the terrestrial 
values. The GTRs are plotted against average diameter in Figure 2. This plot suggests two 
populations of GTRs, both of which show GTR increasing with diameter, but with different 
slopes and average values. This relationship is supported by. statistical analysis of the two trends. 
The correlation coefficient for a least squares line fit to the upper trend is 0.837, and 0.967 for the 
lower branch. A t-test shows that both correlations are significant at the 95% confidence level. No 
siwcant linear fit exists for the entire data set. Analysis of the correlation between GTR and 
average height, GTR and maximum height, and maximum height and diameter for the two trends 
are discussed below. 

Discussion. The lower trend on the GTR versus diameter plot may represent regions which 
are predominantly supported in the lithosphere, by either crustal or thermal compensation. Airy 
models with a crustal density of 3000 kg/m3 can produce a GTR range of 1 to 19 m/km, as 
observed for the lower trend, if the crustal thickness varies from 10 to 130 krn. Thermal isostatic 
models require a similar range of lithospheric thickness. No correlation exists between GTR and 
maximum height, or between height and diameter. The full equation for the geoid for a crustally 
compensated area predicts a slight increase in GTR with incresing h: AN = (2nGp/g)*h(2D - 
hpm/Ap), or, GTR = AN/h = (ZnGp/g)*(ZD - hpm/Ap), where pm is the mantle density. The 
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thermal equation has the same form. Thus this lack of correlation between GTR and height is not 
inconsistent with a crustal compensation model. The lack of correlation between height and 
diameter for the lower trend is also agrees with this interpretation, in the sense that there is no 
physical process which relates the height and the diameter of a crustal or lithosphericly 
compensated region. 

The upper GTR versus diameter trend may represent regions which are dynamically 
supported. The expected relationship for dynamic processes between GTR and height or diameter 
is unclear. The points which make up the upper trend also show a correlation between maximum 
height and diameter. This is the relationship predicted for transient mantle plumes (lo), although 
height decays with time while diameter increases. Convection solutions appear to be the only 
models capable of fitting the large range of GTRs observed in the upper trend. An upper mantle 
convection model (1 l), scaled to Venusian values, can fit a GTR range of 14 to 27, with a Raleigh 
number of 106, and a conductive lid thickness of 0 to 150 km. Fitting the largest GTR values, up 
to 40 rn/km, is problematic. Decreasing the Raleigh number by an order of magnitude only 
increases the GTR a few rn/krn. For a Raleigh number of 106, boundary layer thicknesses of 200- 
300 km are necessary to fit GTRs of 30-40 m/km. Such large thicknesses are in conflict with the 
idea of dynamic support. As the thichess of the conductive lid does not scale with the depth of 
convection, it does not appear that simply going to whole mantle convection will produce larger 
GTRs. Other possible ways of increasing the GTRs include non-steady state behavior and variable 
viscosity models. 

In summary, the majority of Venusian GTRs are much larger than terrestrial values. Plotting 
GTR against the diameter of individual features suggestss two linear trends, altough further error 
analysis must be done to verify this. These trends may be related to the compensation mechanism 
of the two groups. The lower trend agrees fairly well with the trends and GTR ranges expected for 
crustal or thermal compensation. The upper trend may correspond to dynamicly supported 
features. Although the lower range of GTRs in this trend can be fit by an upper mantle, constant 
viscosity model, we do not have a model which can fit the larger values with a reasonable 
parameter range. 
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Figure 1. GTR vs topographic height. Stars Figure 2. GTR vs average diameter. 
indicate venusian features, dots indicate 
terrestrial values. 
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